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Abstract
Gambling generates a significant source of income for certain countries/regions. There is a
general assumption that a significant share of gambling receipts is originated on both domestic
and international tourism flows. In this paper, we argue that while that might be the case for Las
Vegas, Macau or Hong Kong, it is certainly not the case for Portugal, where the empirical
evidence shows that gambling receipts are highly dependent on national per capita income
(instead of international tourism).
We use a multiple regression model, with the tourism receipts depending on both international
tourism and national income. The GLS estimators, under the assumption of auto correlated
errors, exhibit statistically relevant coefficients for GDP for all Casinos in Portugal. On the
contrary, international tourism has shown to be insignificant in all Casinos except for the special
case of the Madeira Island.
Considering that the model shows gambling receipts depending strongly on domestic income in
Portugal, while international tourism is not statistically relevant, some policy and management
implications can be derived from this main conclusion. Most notably, it can be argued that
marketing investments and general promotion of the Casino business should be addressed to
residents rather than non-residents given that the former are the ones holding the main potential
for spending in Casinos in Portugal.
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Abstract
This paper discusses the issue of measuring productivity of systems of Small Medium Size firms
(SMEs). These are known in Italy as industrial districts, in Porter’s terminology clusters and,
with reference to tourism, as Tourism Local Systems (LTS), where SMEs are operating in the
production of the variety of tourist related goods and services. Benchmarking with the Vertically
Integrated Firm (VI), we establish a correspondence theorem between productivity and stability
of the two modes of production organization. This permits us to outline a new method to
calculate productivity of networked firms. Such a method fills in a gap in standard productivity
analysis that is, basically, either macroeconomic (as in growth theories) or is done at the
microeconomic level of the individual firm, but never at the level of whole networks. For this
reason, if it proves empirically implementable, the method outlined has a scope going beyond
Local Tourist System and a more general applicability.
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Abstract
Previous literature highlights the importance of informational cascades in affecting many
decision-making processes. When products are experience goods and choice is affected by
customers’ imperfect information, some signals are perceived as indicators of quality, and herd
behaviour may occur. This study examines informational cascades in the tourism context, where
several services and commodities which compose the tourism product are offered by a plethora
of firms, horizontally differentiated, whose information on quality is not publicly shared. The
typical example is choice of the tourist, who is already in the destination, among a set of similar
restaurants distributed along the seaside promenade.
In this context, we study the conditions under which public available information such as posted
prices are not sufficient to lead to a separating equilibrum. When pooling occurs, cues such as
the number of persons seated in alternative restaurants frequently drive consumer choices. In
such situations, the imitation of their behaviour affect individual choices more effectively than
guides or experts’ advice. This study also suggests possible recommendations for private
providers and for the public sector in order to improve the diffusion of quality information and to
enhance the efficiency of selection process in tourism. As a result, private firms could
strategically use cues or the power of crowds to affect tourists purchasing selection process.
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Abstract

This paper focuses on the hypothesis of avoiding losses and earnings decreases in the Spanish
hotel industry. First, we examine the earnings distribution in order to analyse the manager's
tendency to achieve these two earnings benchmarks. Second, we use a wide set of variables to
check out the existence of a different behaviour between firms just miss the benchmark and firms
just beat the benchmark. Particularly, we analyse a set of variables based on financial activities
and real activities and variables related to corporate governance such as audit and board of
directors. The results show that managers of Spanish hotel firms avoid reporting losses and
earnings decreases. It is also detected that firms just beat the benchmark present different profile
in levels (and variations) in fundamental variables in relation to firms just miss the benchmark.
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Abstract

In the past tourism organizations were central players when it came to creating and marketing
competitive bundles of touristic services in a destination, the destination management. However,
destination management demands on the part of the market but also on the part of local
stakeholders have changed very much since then, both in form and content. Entrepreneurial
qualifications and processes but also constant innovation and development are required,
especially challenging the small-scaled Alpine tourism (cf. Pechlaner & Tschurtschenthaler,
2003). Competitive destinations of the future therefore are in need of well-governed and locally
legitimated and accepted tourism organizations, developing from operative administrations to
strategically thinking enterprises. One approach to further develop and professionalize tourism
organizations might be the concept of corporate governance. It offers organizations a set of
instruments to govern, control and monitor themselves and enables the implementation of
previously defined structures and standards (cf. Beritelli et al., 2007; Pechlaner & Raich, 2005).
Possessing a strong self-organization tourism organizations are enabled to again take a leading
part in future destination governance. During a broad literature review in governance theory a
number of elements have been derived giving evidence about the degree of corporate governance
in tourism organizations. These elements are the 1) functioning and efficient management of the
organization, 2) controlling and benchmarking of its business performance, 3) the application of
instruments of governance (e.g. strategic business plan, controlling, statutes…), 4) the
application of a common code of values and 5) the knowledge of and the support of local
networks of stakeholders. However, given the peculiarities of tourism organizations (e.g. low
hierarchy, dependency on public administration and on their members, small scale…) these
elements, usually being implemented in quoted enterprises, cannot be transferred without
modification. The study in hand analyzes, whether and how these elements of corporate
governance are applied in tourism organizations in the Alps and what characteristics these
elements offer. A quantitative empiric survey in form of an online questionnaire being sent to the
members of associations of tourism managers in South Tyrol (Italy), Switzerland and Austria
(n=127) was conducted. The Interpretation of the results is not finished yet. It can be stated, that
tourism organizations are aware of these corporate governance elements and even of their
potential. However, the degree of their application so far is comparably poor.
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Abstract
As it is well-known, tourism industry and related public sector devote to support tourism
activities want to know, primarily, how many tourist visit a specific country and some other
characteristics relating to the tourist and his trip. According to the Council Directive of The
European Union (95/57/EC) each country must collect different kinds of data on tourism.
But each one
reveals several statistical limits, also in relation to the first question we
mentioned, that is, to know the effective size of tourism demand. After introducing to the
concept of un-observed tourism, and to the question of indicators connected with it, our attempt
is to model a framework for its estimate. Both direct and indirect estimation methods will be
considered and some research results, relating to Sicily, will be shown.
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Abstract
We present and apply the Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA), a relatively new, non-parametric
and data driven method used for signal extraction (trends, seasonal and business cycle
components) and forecasting of the UK tourism income. Our results show that SSA outperforms
slightly SARIMA and time-varying parameter State Space Models in terms of RMSE, MAE and
MAPE forecasting criteria.
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Endowments v Institutions: The “Recent” Episode of Tourism Development
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Abstract
Is tourism an opportunity for all lagging countries in search of reliable development paths and
endowed with adequate natural and cultural amenities? In this paper we frame this question
within the general debate about the determinants of economic growth, where is discussed the
relative importance of a “good” institutional base vis à vis the availability of more tangible
economic endowments. Tourism represents an ideal opportunity to contribute to this debate: the
early stages of international tourism development date back to the Sixties, a period endowed with
detailed cross-country economic data, and in which the institutional framework a là Acemoglu
was in place (Acemoglu et al., 2001). Recent evidence documents that specialization in tourism
is likely to be associated with positive economic growth. However, this evidence is flawed by a
fundamental drawback: it ignores how many of the countries with a potential for tourism have
failed to develop a successful sector and a successful macroeconomic story. In this paper we start
from the existing cross-country econometric analysis to control the robustness of previous results
in the presence of several variables on institutional quality. We find that while the quality of
institutions is important for growth, yet we are able to confirm that the weight of tourism in an
economy is a robust predictor of higher-than-average growth.
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Abstract
Since 1996, the Bank of Italy is carrying out a border survey on Italy’s international tourism,
sampling 78 main Italian border points, in order to compile the “Travel” item of the balance of
payments. The survey consists of two main field operation: qualified counting and interviewing.
Qualified counting, owing to the lack of other suitable sources, is carried out for assessing the
number and the country of residence of international travellers; face to face interviews are
carried out through a structured questionnaire, in order to gather information on various features
of the trip. In 2008, more than 1 million 500 thousand counting operations and 145 thousand
interviews have been performed. The survey provides information about tourism expenditure,
number of night stays and about a large set of typical classification variables of tourism: among
them, the purpose of the trip, the accommodation used, origins and destinations and a qualitative
assessment of the destination visited. Most of these information are collected in a large database
used both in the field of the balance of payments and by government, international organisations,
tourism industry and academic and private researchers. Monthly updated results are available at
the Bank of Italy’s website (www.bancaditalia.it).
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Abstract
The paper summarizes the results of a study carried out for the Italian Ministry of Finance aimed at
identifying within the Hotel sector, competition/business models (MOB from the Italian version
“MOdelli di Business”) to orientate the industrial policy towards the SMEs.
The research plan has been organized into the following steps:
1. Setting of the general array of key competition factors by which the MOBs could be represented
and modelled
2. Selection of variables and indicators aimed to capture all the most significant characteristics of
the key competition factors
3. Empirically building and testing of any MOB through the application of correspondence analysis
and cluster analysis
4. Classification of the specific competition strategy for each MOB detected.
The economic database used for the analysis consists of 19.380 hotel enterprises with revenues lower or
equal to 5.2 million euro.
The archives consist of two groups of information:
• Structural information that allows to design the business model adopted by the enterprises: a) Technical
and organizational aspects of the production of goods/services; b) characteristics of goods/services; c)
size and professional qualification of the staff; d) structure of the distribution channels; e) characteristics
of the customers; f) location
• Information regarding the balance-sheet which allows the construction of performance indicators and
the evaluation of the degree of efficiency of the enterprises.
From the analysis nine Business models have been identified; the positioning map and the performance
evaluation have been created on the basis of the two variables “added value per employee” and yearly
average rate of investments.
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Abstract
The study of network representations of physical, biological, and social phenomena has
developed rapidly in recent years. The body of knowledge accumulated on the structure and the
dynamics of complex networks has offered useful insights on the behavior of many natural and
artificial complex systems The paper examines the work done by considering tourism
destinations as networks of interconnected organizations. The nature of these networks, both
from a structural and dynamic point of view is described and the outcomes of these
investigations are presented. The general theoretical framework is described and the implications
of this analysis for destination management are discussed.
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Abstract
The undergraduates of today face many challenges in their future working environment, not least
are the ramifications of technological development. This paper reviews the concepts of
integration, disintermediation and reintermediation for, it is argued, they are of paramount
importance to the undergraduate study of tourism. The undergraduates in question were studying
a level 1 Bachelor’s module entitled The Tourism Industry. Besides being a compulsory module
for many, it is offered as an elective to those on more generic business awards; this was
considered to enhance possible distinctions in individuals’ understanding of the concepts. The
questionnaire was implemented in October/November 2006, 2007 and 2008, securing 255
respondents. Forty per cent of these undergraduates were aged 18 and nearly 92 per cent were
under 21. In terms of nationality, just over 88 per cent were British; almost 10 per cent were
‘other EU’, and nearly 3 per cent ‘overseas non-EU’.
Mirroring national trends, over two-thirds of the cohort had worked before coming to university
and nearly half had worked in the tourism or hospitality industry. A number of variables were
tested for statistical association and, not surprisingly perhaps, age is identified as a key
determinant to understanding integration and intermediation.
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Abstract
The Alpine tourist regions represent a good research-field to analyse and compare the destination
management and governance principles application. In fact, most of them share a common
background in terms of tourist product, seasonality, natural and geographical constraints, climate
threats. Alpine tourist regions are furthermore similar as regards both the model of economic
development, and the nature of the relations among the economic and social players, defining the
so-called community-type destination model. The presentation is focused on a comparative
analysis of the different organizational and managerial solutions adopted by different regions of
Italy, Austria, Switzerland and France. The main aspects of the comparison are connected with:
- the structure of tourist demand and supply;
- the propensity to collaborate of the economic actors;
- the tourist regional organization: role, financing, operations and strategies;
- the development of quality policies;
- the destination brand management.
The results of the research demonstrate the diffusion of tools, approaches and aims throughout
the Alpine regions, and confirm the central role played by the public entities in the governance of
the territorial products in a community-type context. The final part of the presentation will show
more recent findings about the role of the local banks in financing and sustaining the action of
the local actors in some tourist regions of the Dolomites.
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Abstract
We analyse the effects of public spending for tourism, in Italian regions. The evaluation is
permitted by the availability of the databank under the project “Conti Pubblici Territoriali”
(“Regional Public Account”) of the Ministry of Economic Development: the spending of all
public subjects over the period 1996-2007 is aggregated according to the regions of destinations,
and classified according to different criteria, including the sectoral criterion. We take a crosssection regression analysis approach. The effects of public spending for tourism on tourism
attraction are investigated. Generally speaking, the effectiveness of public spending appears to
be really weak. We find that the ties of the cumulative expenditure in capital account for tourism
(interpreted as a measure of public capital for tourism accumulated at the regional level over the
period time under consideration) is very weakly correlated with any specific infrastructure.
Moreover, its links with the size and dynamics of tourists’ presence are very weak as well.
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Abstract
The present paper investigates the link existing between the commercial mix, seasonality of
destination and daily performances of hotel businesses. The choices made at city level form a
commercial mix which, despite the differing emphases and specific features of single businesses,
tends to mark the entire hotel industry, with limited differences according to quality levels and
location.
The Milan case, in particular, shows the capacity of trade fair events and business components to
increase average room rates and occupancy. On the other hand, there is a resulting slackening in
holiday periods and non-working weeks (some 100 days per year), when a low level of the
average room rate and occupancy is seen.
Empirical findings suggest the central role played by metamanagement strategy. For this reason
the article proposes an approach to help destination managers to reduce the seasonalities on
which to focus their lines of development. Moreover, the identification of the periods marked by
high performances makes it possible to pinpoint some critical management aspects to guide
development or re-launch actions.
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Abstract
Tourism plays an important role in the economy of many of the Mediterranean countries, as one
of the drivers of economic growth, job creation, and income. In this respect, many countries have
instituted a wide variety of programs to support the development of this sector. Therefore, it is of
great importance, for scholars and policy makers, to explain and forecast the tourism demand.
Using the air passenger traffic as a proxy for tourist arrivals, we consider several VAR
specifications to investigate the monthly time series (2003-2008) of arrivals to the most
important Italian islands, that is Sardinia and Sicily. Our results indicate a significant intertemporal relationship among regional tourism flows. Furthermore, our findings reveal that both
meteorological variables (temperatures and raining days) and exchange rates (dollar-to-euro and
yen-to-euro) can improve the explanatory and forecasting power of VAR models.
JEL Classification: L93, R58, C32
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Abstract
It is a common opinion that culture and tourism are strictly complementary activities
because of the positive externalities that culture sector generates on tourism. In this paper,
we aim at evaluating this common opinion. Firstly, we explore the concept of cultural
tourism and the different definitions provided in the literature. Secondly, we deal with the
role that cultural tourism play in Italy and particularly in Sicily. We focus on the role of
cultural tourism to lessen the seasonality of tourism flows, providing empirical evidence on
some Sicilian cases. Finally, we analyse the related policy implications. From this point of
view, it is worth exploring how different institutional arrangements are able to deal with
the vertical and horizontal fragmentation of competencies and to offer solutions for the
governance of the interaction of the different actors (public, private, no profit) in order to
enhance the above mentioned positive externalities.
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Abstract
This paper presents preliminary report about the economic and geographic impact made by
visitors cruise lines in Cozumel, México, during the years 2003 to 2007.
The method applied was direct observation and interviews for the geographic and economic
impact, and DATATUR review for the economic impact. This approach was used because there
was no information or formal research made about this destination.
As results, it was found that visitants cruise expenditure is about 5 US$ and 15 US$ for day per
person, with the exception of some specifics places very near to ports where it reach 50 US$.
Mainly, all the expenditure is for these concepts: transportation (taxi), food, water, and T-shirts.
Exceptions, not considered as normal expenditure, are jewels. The main expenditures are done
mainly in a few places, very nearly to the ports or inside the ports where cruises arrive, or before
the visitors landed to port, as they pre-hire services, or contracts within the dock entrance.
At this stage of the research, there is not sufficient and reliable data to define the real average
spending per visit and estimate the multiplier for the economic impact caused by cruise visitors.
It is proposed to design and apply surveys to visitants’ cruises, as it is not done yet for this
destination.

